428                                  PHYSICS OF THE AIR
pitch and loudness of the resultant related to the like properties of the constituents?
To solve this problem, let two sounds have the same amplitude, but differ slightly in period. Let them start together with maximum displacement, or at the top P of the phase circle (Fig. 156). Let the phase position of the quicker, after a few intervals, and at the instant when the resultant displacement towards P is at a maximum, be at A (having described the angle 2mr + a, n being a whole number) and that of the slower at B (having described the angle 2nir — /3); let 5 be the velocity along the circumference of the phase circle of the slower, and s + 5s the corresponding velocity of the quicker. Then, since the combined displacement towards P is at a maximum
s sin /3 = (s + 5s) sin a, and /3 > a. For the next maximum
5 sin 08 + 5/3) = (s + <5s) sin (a + da). But
5/3 < da.
Furthermore, since the rate of increase of an angle is greater than that of its sine, the successive values of 5/3 will slowly increase so long as /3 and a are greater than 0, and less than T/2, and then decrease while they are greater than ir/2 and less than TT.
In short, the combination tone will have a varying pitch intermediate between those of its constituents. And this is also true of any number of constituent sounds—their resultant has a quasi-average pitch.
Analytically, assuming, for simplicity, equal amplitudes a and initially identical phase,
x = a cos (2irmt — e) + a cos (2irnt — e)
in which x is the resultant displacement at the time t after the initial count, when the phase epoch of each constituent vibration was e, and m and n the respective frequencies. Since
cos (2wnt — e) = cos {2irmt — 2ir(m — ri)t — e}, x = a cos (2irmt — e) + a cos {2rmt — 2?r(m — n)t — e},
= r cos (27rmt — 6), where
r2 = 2a2[l + cos {2ir(m - n)t}] and
,             sin e + sin {2x(m + n)t + e}
tan u —----------;----------777—7-----------:———v -
cos € + cos (27r(m — n)t + ej
That is, the resultant is a quasi-harmonic in r and 6, each of which has the frequency m — n, while that of the combination is a varying intermediate between m and n.

